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Answer: A
Explanation:
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NEW QUESTION: 2
A View vCenter Server role is created that includes all of the
required View Administrator and local mode vCenter Server
privileges. The View administrator deploys a linked clone,
dedicated-assignment pool. View Client with Local Mode is
installed on all client systems. Desktops have been correctly
provisioned and can be accessed remotely. However, when a user
tries to check out a desktop, the operation fails due to
insufficient permissions.
What is the likely cause of the problem?
A. The Active Directory accounts of the users do not have
sufficient privileges to start View Client.
B. The vCenter Server role lacks privileges for View Composer.
C. View Client users are not members of the Remote Desktop
Users Group.
D. The Active Directory user account of the View administrator
lacks the vCenter Server privileges.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an on-premises Microsoft SQL server that has a
database named DB1. DB1 contains several tables that are
stretched to Microsoft Azure.
A network administrator upgrades the hardware firewalls on the
network.
You need to verify whether data migration still runs
successfully.
Which stored procedure should you run?
A. Sys_sp_rda_test_connection
B. Sp_set_firewall_rule
C. Sys_sp_rda_reauthorized_db
D. Sys_sp_testlinkedserver
Answer: A
Explanation:
The Sys_sp_rda_test_connection cmdlet tests the connection from
SQL Server to the remote Azure server and reports problems that
may prevent data migration.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/syste

m-stored-procedures/syssp-rda-test-connection-transact-sql?view=sql-server-2017
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